
Master the Data Domain of Language 
With expert.ai
Language is data. The unstructured language data found in your reports, 

emails, documents, chat messages, etc., all hold great value for the enterprise. 

This is the data that runs your business. The challenge is gaining visibility 

into this multiplying mass of data and maximizing its value. Unfortunately, 

processing documents is mainly a manual process. It’s time-consuming, often 

error-prone, subjective, and reliant on internal subject matter expertise. Expert.

ai solves these challenges by offering the most comprehensive, intuitive, and 

powerful set of AI tools in the market for language understanding. Transform 

language in all its forms into a data asset that accelerates knowledge-intensive 

processes, improves decision making, and enables your internal experts to 

focus on the most important high-value, strategic tasks. 

About expert.ai

Language Data 
Grows 2X Faster Than 

Structured Data
-Credit Suisse

Capturing and 
understanding language 

data is a strategic 
imperative for today’s 

business leaders.

Expert.ai understands 
language so you can scale 

your business.

The Leader in HybridNL
Expert.ai’s global team of natural language experts pioneered natural language 

understanding (NLU) technology that employs semantics to help machines 

understand text by resolving ambiguities. This technology is how we help enterprises 

create natural language-based AI solutions that deliver immediate results and superior accuracy. It is also the 

backbone of our new HybridNL platform which provides the unique ability to combine the strengths of both 

machine learning and knowledge-based techniques (symbolic AI) to understand the meaning and relationships 

in language at speed and scale. 

Symbolic AI Machine Learning

Hybrid NL



Our Solutions

Our Customers

Award-Winning Team & Technology

Expert.ai works with some of the biggest and most advanced global enterprises to solve their 

natural language problems. We’ve helped more than 300 companies put natural language understanding 

at the core of their critical processes.

About expert.ai – Enabling the expert enterprise 

Expert.ai is the premier artificial intelligence platform for language understanding. Its unique 
approach to hybrid natural language combines symbolic human-like comprehension and 
machine learning to extract useful knowledge and insight from unstructured data to improve 
decision making.

For more information, visit https://www.expert.ai. 
Join the expert.ai Community! Follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter.

Expert.ai NL API
Developers and data scientists 

can leverage a comprehensive 

set of language analysis 

features to quickly build 

natural language applications 

that deliver deep language 

understanding with 

superior accuracy.

Expert.ai Platform
Purpose-built with end-to-end 

tools that turn language in 

all its forms into a data asset, 

our HybridNL platform makes 

it easier, faster, and less 

expensive to design, deploy, 

and operate powerful natural 

language solutions. 

taxonomies

knowledge graph

rules engine

machine learning

Expert.ai Studio
Build and deploy custom 

knowledge-based AI models 

with our fully-integrated 

development environment.

https://www.expert.ai
https://community.expert.ai/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/expert-ai
https://twitter.com/expertdotai

